**WHAT TO DO:** Start with a blank piece of paper (you can use the backside of this paper!) and some colored pencils or crayons, and let the story begin! Instruct one child to draw a picture of an object on the paper. Give suggestions such as a person, flower, animal, sun, or house. The second child then makes one addition to the picture that expands on what the first child has drawn. The children continue to take turns back and forth, building on the picture and adding to the story until they have a finished product!

**HOW TO CHANGE IT UP:**
- Provide prompting, such as “what details could you add to the house?” or “what else do you see in your yard?”
- Once finished, the children can tell a story about their picture to a parent, friends, or classmates.
- Give the kids a starting point by drawing the first object on the page.
- Give the children a theme topic such as zoo, farm, or school.

**SKILL AREAS ADDRESSED:** cognitive skills, social skills, fine motor skills, visual motor integration, prewriting skills
Storybook Drawing
from theinspiredtreehouse.com

Grab a friend and create a storybook world together. Instructions on back.